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SVAZEK 13 (1968) A P L IK AC E MATE MATI KY ČlSLO 3 
ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF THE BEST LINEAR 
EXTRAPOLATION PROBLEM IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
STATIONARY RANDOM SEQUENCES 
JlRI A N D E L 
(Received January 30, 1967.) 
In this paper an iterative method for the solution of the best linear extrapolation of 
two — dimensional stationary random sequences is derived. The method is based on 
the alternating projections theorem. The solution is carried out by the Jaglom's 
method and by the Hajek's method. In both cases a numerical example is given. 
Further the alternating projections theorem in the n-dimensional case is mentioned 
and its application to the best linear extrapolation of the multidimensional stationary 
sequences (and to the stationary processes continuous in the mean as well) is shown. 
1. 
Theorem 1.1. (The alternating projections theorem.) Let Pl9 P2 and T be the 
projection operators on a Hilbert space H onto the subspaces Hl9 H2 and Ht n H2. 
If Tn is the n-th term of either of the sequences 
Pl9 P2P1? PAP,, P2P,P2P,,..., 
^2) W ) ^2^1^*2 > PiP2PiP2, ••• ? 
then Tn -» Tstrongly (i.e., for each xe H, \\Tnx — Tx|| -> 0), as n -» oo. 
P r o o f : See [4], Vol. 2, p. 55. 
Lemma 1.1. Let Pl9 P2 and P be projection operators on a Hilbert space H onto 
the subspaces Hl9 H2 and Hll9 where H12 is spanned by Ht and H2. Then P = 
= 1 — Q, where 1 denotes the identical operator and Q is the (strong) limit of 
either of the sequences 
i - P i , ( I - P 2 ) ( I - P , ) , (I-P1)(I-P2){I-P1),... 
i - p 2 , ( i - P O ( i - p 2 ) , ( I - P 2 ) ( I - P I ) ( I - P 2 ) , . . . 
Proof : Lemma 1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 (See [4], too.) 
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Theorem 1.2. Keep the notation of Lemma 1A. Let x be an arbitrary element of 
the space H. Put 
Pi = I\x , qn = P2(x - pn) , pn + 1 = Pj(x - qn) , n = 1, 2, ... 
Define the sequence of operators U x, U2, ...by 
UiX = px , U2nx = pn + qn, U2n + 1x = pn + 1 + qn, n = 1, 2, . . . 
Then for n -> oo 
\\Unx - Px| | -> 0 
holds. 
P r o o f : By induction it may be first proved that 
Pn = llP1(P2Pi)
k-''lZ\p1P2f]x, 
fc=0 fc=l 
9« = (ilP2(Pi
p
2)
k - t (PzPy] x, n = 1, 2,... 
fc=0 fc=l 
Further we get by induction 
п - l 
- [(i - p2)(i - p.)]- = - i +xp1(p2p1)
k - i(p,p2)* + 
fc=0 fc=l 
+ "t^PiPif - t (P2Pr)
k , n = 1, 2,... 
* = 0 ( c = l 
Now, we easily obtain the relations 
Pn + 9n = {1 - [(1 - Pi) (1 - Pi)]"} * , 
Pn+1 + €„ = {1 ~ (1 - PX) [(1 - P2) (1 - Px)]"} X , 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . From Lemma 1.1 we have 
lllLx — Pxll -> 0 , as n -> oo . 
2. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE OF THE BEST LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION 
OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL STATIONARY SEQUENCES BASED 
ON THE JAGLOM'S METHOD 
Denote (for this section only) by N the set of integers and by N+ the set of natural 
numbers. 
Let x, = (x],x2t), teN, be a centred two-dimensional stationary sequence with 
a correlation matrix (B j7c(n)) i>k=12, i.e. Ex] = Ex
2 = 0, Exjt+nx
k
t = Bjk(n),j, k = 
= 1, 2 ; t, n e N. 
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Suppose the existence of the matrix of spectral densities (fjk(fy)j,k=1,2 and let all 
fjk(X) be rational functions in e
a. Put fjk(X) = ffk(e
ik)9 j9 k = 1, 2. Let Zj(.) be the 
stochastic measure corresponding tof j7(A), j = 1, 2. (See [7].) 
Let t be a fixed integer. Denote by Ht the Hilbert space generated by all finite 
linear combinations of the elements x\_5, s e N
 + , and by the limits (in quadratic 
mean) of sequences of such combinations. (Briefly we say that Ht is generated by the 
set of elements {x*_s, s e N
+}.) 
Let Hl9Hi2 and H be Hilbert spaces generated by the sets of elements {x
2_s, 
s e N+}, {xj_s, xjLu, s, u e N
 + } and {xs, x\9 s, u e N], respectively. Obviously 
Hl9 H2 c H12 c H. The scalar product is given by (x, y) = Fxy, x, y e H. Denote 
(as in section 1) by Pl9 P2 and P the projection operators on the space H onto the 
subspaces Hl9 H2 and H12, respectively. 
First we recall briefly the Jaglom's method for the best linear extrapolation of 
one-dimensional centred stationary sequences. The results are formulated for the 
component x\. Suppose values xj_s, s e N
+ of one path of a sequence x\ to be known. 
We ask for the best linear extrapolation of the value x\+m (m ^ 0 is an integer). 
As is well known, it is necessary to find the point pl = Pix\+m. 
Let <P(X) be the spectral characteristic for extrapolation, i.e., a function for which 
Pi = e"
x Ф{>) Zy{åX). 
Theorem 2.1, Let &*(z) be a function of complex variable z. Suppose that: 
(a) $*(z) is analytic on the set {z : |z| §: 1}, 
(b) ^*(oo) = 0, 
(c) W*(z) = [zm - 0*(z)]f^(z) is analytic on the set {z : \z\ ^ l} . 
Then the function $(X) = <P*(elk) is the spectral characteristic for extrapolation. 
The mean square error of extrapolation is given by 
o\ = | K + m - Pl\\
2 = B,,(0) - f* e-M<P(>)flx{X)Al = 
= B11(o)-r|$(;.)|
2/u(A)dA. 
For p roo f see [2]. 
But the idea of the proof of this theorem may be utilized for the derivation of 
sufficient conditions for the determination of the elements p2, P3, . . . and ql9 q2, . . . 
in Theorem 1.2. Obviously, the element Px\+m is the best linear extrapolation of the 
element x\+m, when xf_s, s e N
 + , are known. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let (p*(z) be an analytic function on the set {z : |z[ ^ l}. Put 
(pn(X) = cp*(e
lX). Let pn be expressed in the form 
P„= f ein<pn(X) z.(dA) . 
Let \j/*(z) be a function of complex variable z and suppose that 
( a i ) ^t(z) *s analytic on the set {z : |z| ^ 1}, 
(b.) tfr*(co) = 0, 
(c.) S*(z) = [zm - <?)*(z)]/1*2(z) - ^„*(z)/*2(z) is analytic on the set {z : \z\ g 1}. 
Pw( 
?- = f* *'" ^„(A) (dЛ), 
w/We ^(A) = ivy*(elA). Then qn = <?„. 
P r o o f : The conditions (ax) and (b t ) imply qn e H2. We see from (a r) and (b t ) that 
00 
«r-*(z) = 2>*Z-* 
/ C = l 
so that 
4,- I"1 e
w ' fV-
wz 2((iA) 
J - - k = i 
The function ^*(z) is analytic on the set {z : |z| ^ 1}. Consequently it is analytic on 
a set D = {z : |z| ^ J}, where de(0,l). According to Abel's theorem the series 
oo oo 
Yuakz~k ^ absolutely convergent when |z| > d. Especially the series £ \ak\ is 
fc=i fe=i 
00 
convergent and consequently the series Y,ake~lkl ls uniformly convergent. This 
mplies that ]T ake
 lU converges in quadratic mean with respect to the density /22(A). 
fc=i 
Therefore, 
_« . ' " ^ - ' " . . ( d A ) -
= l.i.m. 
N-^oo 
* e «- £ a t . -
Í U z2(dA) = l.i.m. £ a tx?_, 
_ _ fc=l N-^oo fc=l 
We see, that the element qn is the limit (in mean) of the sequence of linear combina-
tions of elements xf_s, s e N
+ and consequently qn e H2. 
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The condition (cx) implies that 
*!+*, ~ Pn - _„ 1 H2 -
Actually, we have for any s e N + 
(*;+m - p . - g„, x
2_s) = I " « " 9B*(e») dA. 
CO 
But from the condition ( c^ it follows that #*(elA) = £ b„efkA, where the series on the 
right-hand side is absolutely convergent. fc = 0 
Therefore, 
Г eisx 9 * ^ , - ^ d A _ 0 for s e JY+ 
holds. As x\+m — pn — qn and xf_s(seN
+) are orthogonal, we have x\+m — pn — 
- ? « - - #2-
Consequently g„ = qM. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.3. Let t^*(z) be an analytic function on the set {z : |z| = 1}. Put 
\ltn(X) = \l/*(e
a). Let qn be expressed in the form 
qn= ľ e
мф(X)z2(dX). 
Let <p*4 x be a function of complex variable z and suppose that 
(a2) (p*+1(z) is analytic on the set {z : |z| = 1}, 
(b2) 9*+i(«>) = 0, 
(c2) x?(z) =
 z 7 n ( z ) - iA*(z)/2*i(
z) - <P„*+i(
z)fi* ( z ) »'s analytic on the set {z : \z\ g 
= !}• 
Then 
£„+i 
where 
e ' » f t + 1 ( A ) Z l ( d A ) , 
P roof is analogous as in previous case. 
R e m a r k 2.1. In the above notation we have obviously 
ff_„ = \\Xl+m - Pn~ qnf = \x)+m ~ Pnf ~ Unf = 
= _ n ( 0 ) [e-"">„(Я) + e"">„(Я) - |ç>я(Я)|
2]/n(Я)dЯ -
n, 
- ľ |^„(Я)|2/22(Я)dЯ, 
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'2n+í = X A и - Pп + iЦ2 = \\xì+m - qЛ
2 ~ \\Pn + Ą2 = 
Bii(0) c '"^.(A)/ 1 2 (A)d;. • ľ e-
imXф„i (Ă)f2l(X)dX + 
+ ľ |ад|
2f22(Я)dЯ - ľ |ţ»11+.(A)|
г/н(A)<U 
E x a m p l e . Let x t be a two-dimensional stationary sequence with Fx, = 0 and 
with the following matrix of spectral densities fjk(A): 
C2e
l > A |e ř Я - Ű 2 | 
C 2e-
i r A |e i ;-
2, C3U
í;- - a3 
« 2 | 
-2 
reN+, Cx > 0, C3 > 0, C2 #= 0 and real, au a2, a3 are real number such that 
ax =j= a2 4= a 3 #= <3j andO < |ay| < 1, j = 1, 2, 3. Let this matrix of spectral densities 
be positive definite for all A e <-TT, 7i>. We have f^ A) = ffk(e
a), where 
fx*(z) = Cxz[(z - fll)(l ~ M l "
1 , ffi{~) = C 2 z~'
 + 1[(z - « 2 )(1 - a2z)]"\ 
f2*(z) - C 2 z '
 + 1[(z - a2)(l - a2z)]~\ f2*(z) = C3z[(z - «3) (1 - a3z)]~K 
It may be easily shown that the spectral density flt(A) corresponds to the correlation 
function Bxl(n) = 2nCl(\ - a])'
1 d*K 
Consider the problem of extrapolation one step ahead, i.e., assume m = 0. From 
the Theorem 2.1 we determine the spectral characteristic for extrapolation #(A) = 
— axe~
a (in details see [2]). Thus we have 
PÍ = Я i * t - i 
Using Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
= - 2 я C 1 = ( l -al)Blt(0). 
In order to find qx we use Theorem 2.2. As we have seen, we have (p*(z) = avz~
l. 
Now, we ask for such a function <A*(z) which satisfies conditions ( a ^ and (bj), 
when according to (cx), the function 
(2.1) &*(z) 
_ C2(z - aí)(z - fl3) (1 - a3z) - Cҙ ф*(z) z'
+1(z - a 2 )( l - a2z) 
zr(z - a2) (z - a3) (1 - a2z) (1 - a3z) 
is analytic on the set {z : \z\ :g 1}. Find the ij/*(z)in a form 
(Af(z) = z - -
1 ( z - a 2 ) -
1 y * ( z ) , 
where y*(z) is a polynomial of degree r + 1 or less. When we substitute i/'t(2) i n t 0 
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(2.1), we see that a removal of a simple pole in the point 0 and those in the points a2 
and a 3 is equivalent to the existence of such a polynomial P(z) that 
(2.2) C2(z - a,) (z - a3) (1 - a3z) - C3y*(z) (1 - a2z) = 
= P(z) z\z - a2) (z - a 3 ) . 
From a comparison of degrees of both sides of (2.2) it follows that P(z) is a constant. 
We denote this constant by K. For z + \\a2 we get from (2.2) 
y * ( z ) -
 C2v z ~ ai) ( z ~ __) I 1 ~ aiz) - g z ' ( z - g_) ( z ~ fla) 
C 3 (l - a 2 z) 
In order to ensure that y*(z) is a polynomial it is necessary that for z = l/a2 the 
numerator equals 0. This condition gives 
^ r - l (2.3) K = C 2 (l - a1a2)(a2 - a3)(l - a
2 ) - 1 a 
Consequently, 
_ C2(z - ^ ) (z - a 3 ) (1 - aъz) - K z
r(z - a2) (z - a 3 ) 
C3z
r + 1 ( z - a2)(l ~a2z) 
where the constant K is given by (2.3). 
In order to obtain some numerical results, we suppose further r = 1. In this case., 
we have 
(2.4) <ft(z) = (Az 3 + Bz2 + Cz + D) [z2(z - a2) (1 - ^ z ) ] "
1 , 
where 
C 3 A = — C 2 a 3 — K , 
C 3 B = C 2 (l + a,a3 + a
2 ) + K(a2 + a3) , 
C3C — —C2(a1 + a 3 + ^ ^ 3 ) — Ka2a3 , 
C3D - C 2 f l i a 3 . 
The decomposition in the partial fractions gives 
(2.5) tfr*(z) = a z - 2 + flz'1 + y{z - a , ) " 1 , 
where 
D Ca2 + D(l + a
2 ) _ Aa\ + Ba2 + Ca2 + D 
QJ _ — ? Ĵ _ _ . _ ^ y t 
a 2 a 2 a 2 ( l - a 2 ) 
The fraction of the type 5/(1 — a 2z) does not occur in decomposition (2.5), as our 
choice of constant K guarantees the divisibility of polynomial Az3 + Bz2 + Cz + D 
by the polynomial 1 — a2z. 
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In the considered case we have derived the following results: 
q>x(X) = ate~
a 
\l/t(X) = ae~
2a + pe~a + yj(ea - a2). 
Hence 
Pi + qi = 0i*?-1 + (P + y) *2-i + (a + ya2) x
2_2 + 
+ yaWt-3 + y^2- r̂2-4 + yoUUs + ••• 
According to Remark 2.1 it may be obtained 
a\ = 2nC1 — 2TIC 2 (1 — « 2 )
_ 1 on(a2 — ax) + /?(1 — axa2) + 
+ — — _ (1 - 2axa2 + axa\) . 
1 - «I J 
After some computations we get the following expressions for a, p and y: 
a = -C2a1a3jC3a2 , 
P = - C 2 [ C 3 a 2 ( l - a 2 ) ]
- 1 (-axa2 - a2a3 + a - ^ + a x a 2 + a 2 a 3 - a x a 2 a 3 ) , 
y = C 2 [C 3 a l ( l - a * ) ] "
1 [-a3a
3
2 + (1 + flla3 + a^) a\ -
- (aj + a3 + a ^ f ) a 2 + axa3~\ . 
Some special values of parameters au a2, a3, Cl9 C 2 , C3 have been chosen for 
numerical illustration so that the matrix of spectral densities has been positive definite 
for all A E < — 7i, 7r>. Table 1 contains the values of Bn(0), a\, a\ and the maximal 
absolute values of the correlation coefficient of both components 
= max 
И12WI 
- I>i,(0)S2 2(0)]
ł 
Table 1 
a l a2 aъ Ci c2 ^з ìÉ?|mаx Bц(0) 
•y 
~ï ~ì 
0-7 0-6 0-4 5 1 3 0-26 61-60 31-42 29-50 
0-7 0-6 0-4 5 2 3 0-53 61-60 31-42 23-92 
0-7 0-6 0-4 5 3-3 3 0-87 61-60 31-42 10-55 
0-7 0-4 0-6 5 1 3 0-18 61-60 31-42 30-33 
0-7 0-4 0-6 5 2 3 0-35 61-60 31-42 19-92 
0-7 0-4 0-6 5 2-7 3 0-47 61-60 31-42 606 
0-94 0-93 0-95 5 1 3 0-20 269-90 31-42 29-31 
0-94 0-93 0-95 5 2 3 0-41 269-90 31-42 22-41 
0-94 0-93 0-95 5 3-8 3 0-77 269-90 31-42 1-07 
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3. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE BASED ON HAJEK'S METHOD 
First we show the Hajek's method for the extrapolation in stationary sequences 
(see [1]). 
Let a (one-dimensional) centred stationary sequence xr have the spectral density 
(3-i) fW = f | _ « . V T 2 . 
2% fc = o 
n 
where a„_fc are real and such that all roots of £ an-kz
k = 0 are greater than 1 in 
fc = 0 
absolute value. 
Let X be a Hilbert space generated by the set of elements {x0, ..., xN}, N ^ 2n. 
Let v be a random variable with Ev = 0, F|^|2 < oo; generally v$X. Put <pt = 
= Extv, t = 0, 1, ..., N. Then the projection of random variable v into the space X 
(denote it by Pv) is given by 
(3.2) Pv = £ £ x.&Q,,, 
r_o s _ 0 
where 
m i n [ i V - t , A r - s , « - | t - s | ] 
(3.3) Qts = X «n- i^- i - | f - s | for max(t, s) > N - n, 
i = 0 
n- | r -s j 
£ an_A_ f_, f_ s , for n^t, s ^ N - n , 
i = 0 
min[f,s,n— |f —s|] 
X a ^ ^ . ^ p . , , for m i n ( t , s ) < n . 
i = 0 
Introduce the vectors x = (x0, ..., xN)' and <p = (<p0, ..., (pN)'. Then the relation (3.2) 
may be written in the form 
Pv = x'Qcp , 
where 
Q = (Qts)t,s = 0,...,N 
and q> is conjugate to (p. 
Now, let us have a two-dimensional (centred) stationary sequence xt = (x
1, x2) 
such that its matrix of spectral densities (fjk{fy)j,k = 1,2 is rational in e
a and the spectral 
densitiesfn(A) andf22(A) have the form of (3.1). According to (3.3) we compute the 
corresponding matrices Q ( 1 ) and Q (2 ). 
Let H1? H2, H12 and H be Hilbert spaces generated by the sets of elements 
{xj, t = 0, 1, ..., N}, {x2, t = 0, 1, ..., N}, {xl, x2, t, s = 0, 1, ..., N} and {xj, x2, r 
and s are integers}, respectively. Let Pl9 P2 and P be the projectors on H onto Hl9 H2 
and II! 2. Keep the notation of the Theorem 1.2. 
Suppose values x0, x1? ..., xN to be known. Then the best linear extrapolation of 
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the element xN+m (m is a natural number) is PxN+m. Let us look for PxN+m by
 t u e 
iterative method described in Theorem 1.2. First of all we determine 
Consequently 
where 
Ex)xN+m, t = 0,í,...,N. 
n _ p Yi _ x (D 'o
( 1 ) a>(i) p1 — r1xN + m — A y </  , 
x (1 ) = (x1, x1, ..., 4 ) ' > <P(l) = (<Po> <Pi> • • •> <?>£)' • 
Denote the difference x#+ m — P!x^+m by vt and determine 
<p2 = Ex2vx , f = 0, 1, ...,N, 
and 
where 
g . = p2t>1 = x<
2)'Q(2 V 2 > , 
«?>(2) = (?»o, <»?, • •., ró)', *(2) = (x
2
0, x\,..., x
2
Ny. 
Further we may proceed analogously: We put xN+m — qA = v2 and determine 
P!v2 = Pi
 e t c - Following Theorem 1.2 the sequence pl9 px + ql9 p2 + ql9 p2+ q2> • • • 
(strongly) converges to Px#+m. 
Let us investigate by this method the best linear extrapolation of the element xN+i 
(when x0, xl9..., xN are known) in example given in section 2. 
If we have the spectral density 
f(X) = C\ea - a\-2 = — |(2TCC)-* - a ^ C ) " 1 e { \ 2 , 
2TT 
C > 0 , Û Є ( - 1 , 1), a + 0 , 
then we obtain the matrix 
Q = 
2л;C 
1 -a 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 
— a 1 + a 2 — a 0 . . . 0 0 0 
0 -a 1 + a 2 — a . . . 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 . . . -a í + a2 — a 
0 0 0 0 . 0 -a 1 
When we substitute in this expression the values C = C l5 a — a1 and C = C2, 
a = a2, respectively, we obtain the matrices Q
(1 ) and Q (2 ) for the spectral densities 
fli(X) andf22(A) of our example. 
First we have 
cp\ = 27cC1(l — a\ 2 \ - l N+l-t , t = 0,i,...,N, 
and 
Pí = atxN 
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This results is the same as in section 2, where all values xN-k9 k _ 0, (i.e., the entire 
past of the sequence xt) have been known. 
Further we obtain 
ę2 = E[x2(xN+í - я x 4 ) ] = 2 я C 2 ( l - a
2 ) - Ҷ ^ ~ ř - Ű ^ " " ' " 1 1 ) > * = 0,1,...,N, 
gi = С 2 [С 3 (1 - Û
2 ) ] " 1 [(1 - aľa2 + aia3 - a2aъ)x
2 + 
+ (P + 2a !a 2 a 3 — ax — aiaз^^N-i + 
+ Ä(A 2 - ai)4_2 + a2R(a2 - ai)4_3 + . . . + 
+ a2^
3R(a2 - a^) x\ + a2~
2(a2 — aifl2 + «i«з —
 aгaъ) *o] > 
where 
P = —aъa
2
2 + (1 + a
2) ^2 ~~ flз • 
After some computations we may see, that the coefficients of xN, ..., x\ are the 
same as the corresponding coefficients obtained by the Jaglom's method. The 
coefficients of x0 are different. The reason is following. In Hajek's method we have 
supposed, that we know xN, xN_1, ..., x0 only. 
From the theory given in [ l ] we may further derive that 
a1 - IIY1 - r> - a II2 - IIY1 - n II2 - W 2 ) ' 0 ( 2 W ^ > 
°2 — | | X N + 1 PI gl|| — | | * N + 1 Pl|| *P V <P 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ITERATIVE METHOD 
FOR THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASE 
Let Hl9 H2,..., Hn(n ^ 2) be subspaces of a Hilbert space H and let Px, P2,..., Pn 
be projection operators onto these subspaces. Introduce the operator A = P„P„-i . . . 
... Pj. Obviously, the adjoint operator is A* = PiP2 ... P„. Put B = A*A. Let P 
be the projection operator onto Hx n H2 ... n Hn. 
Theorem 4.1. Bk ~+ P strongly, i.e., \\Bkx — Px\\ -> 0 as n -> oo for any x e H. 
P r o o f see [5]. 
R e m a r k 4.L Theorem 4A holds even if the operator A is generally a finite product 
of all operators Pl9 ..., Pn (in arbitrary order); some of these operators may occur 
several times. 
Let H0 be the minimal Hilbert space containing all Hl9 H2,..., Hn as subspaces. 
Denote P0 the projection operator onto H0 and put D = (1 — P„) (1 — P„-i) ... 
... (1 - P^; obviously D* = (1 - P2) (1 - P2) ... (1 - P„). The following lemma 
is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.L 
Lemma 4.1. The sequence of operators 1 — (D*D)k converges (strongly) to the 
operator P0. 
Let x be an element of H. Put 
v d ) - p Y v d ) _ p (x _ v ( m v d ) _ p (Y _, V(D __ V(D ^ 
yl ~ rlx> y2 ~ r2\x yl )> ••> y« — ^ n y * — yl — . . . — yrt-11 • 
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By induction we get 
y k
l ) = Pk(l - P _ _ _ ) . . . ( l - P _ ) x , k = 1,2, . . . , « . 
Fur ther (by induction) we derive the relation 
x<1> = / 1 ) = y<1> + . . . + y < 1 > = ( l - D ) x . 
Put 
y(n2) = J . " e } i = P . - I [ ( * - * ( 1 ) ) - >< ( 2 ) ] , . . . , y[2) = 
= P 1 [ ( x - x <
1 ) ) - ^ ( 2 > - . . . - / / > ] . 
Analogously as in the first step we obtain 
y-> = y<-> + ... + ,,<->_(__ _>*) (v _ v«>) . 
Put 
v (2) _ y ( D + „(2) 
Then x ( 2 ) may be expressed in the form 
x ( 2 ) __ 1 - D*Dx . 
Proceeding in this way, we obtain 
j ,<»-i> = (1 - D)(x - y ( 1 ) - . . . . - j ( 2 * - 2 ) ) , 
y w __ (i - D*)(* - y(1) - ... - y 2 *-^) , 
fc = 1,2,... 
By induction we derive that 
X(2k) __ y(l) + ... + J ^ ) = [1 _ (DSD,*] X . 
As 1 - (D*D)* converges to P0 strongly, x
( 2 k ) converges to P0x in the no rm. 
R e m a r k 4.2. The procedure just described has the following interpretation . First 
we put 
x(1> = P_x, x<»> = P 2 (x - x</>),..-, x
(1> = P„(x - x(1> - ... - *<_>.) , 
and further 
(2) __ v ( l ) v (2 ) _ p , / v ,_ v ( l ) _ . . . _ *<1) _ X&)\ r (J) Y(2)  Y d  X<-J _  x ( l ) __ x(2)\ 
Xn — Xn >Xn-l — rn-l\X A * " • A w - 2 *S > • • •> 
X \ ' == 
= P 1 ( x - x
( 2 ) - . . . - x < 2 > ) ; 
x<3> = x(2>, x(3> = P2(x - X<
3> - *(2> - ... - x<2>),..., x<3> = 
= P _ ( x - * ( 1
3 ) - . . . - x ( 3 _ 1 ) , 
etc. Obviously x ^ + ... + x(k) = ${k) a n ( l w e know that x ( 2 k ) -> P0x in the norm. 
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This procedure may be, of course, modified according to Remark 4.L 
Clearly, the method of succesive minimization gives the iterative solution of the 
problem of best linear extrapolation in multidimensional sequences analogously as 
in sections 2 and 3 for the two-dimensional case. Here we omit the details. 
Our method may be used for the case of linear extrapolation of multidimensional 
stationary processes which are continuous in quadratic mean. But it seems that the 
direct procedure given in [3] is here more desirable. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
Paper [8] contains a solution of linear extrapolation problem, based on the alternat-
ing projections theorem, too. The measures (x, z7)( . ) = Exzj(.), j = 1,2, are 
introduced, where Zj(.) is the stochastic measure corresponding to thej-th component 
of the process, and x is a random variable, F|x|2 < oo. Let Mx(.) and M2( .) be the 
spectral measures corresponding to spectral distribution functions FX1(A) and F22(A), 
respectively. Using the notation of our section 2, the Px is expressed (under some 
general conditions) in the form of a infinite series. The members of this series are 
integrals with respect to Zj{.) and contain among others d(x, Zj)jdMj. The elements 
of H! (and H2) are first expressed by the help of orthonormal basis and after that the 
alternating projections theorem is used. Paper [8] deals with two-dimensional case 
only. While the results of [8] are rather theoretical the methods derived in our 
sections 2 and 3 may be in practice effectively used. 
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S o u h r n 
ITERAČNÍ ŘEŠENÍ PROBLÉMU NEJLEPŠÍ LINEÁRNÍ PREDIKCE 
MNOHOROZMĚRNÝCH STACIONÁRNÍCH NÁHODNÝCH 
POSLOUPNOSTÍ 
JIŘÍ ANDĚL 
Budiž xř = (x],x
2) dvojrozměrná centrovaná stacionární posloupnost. Budiž Hi 
(i = 1, 2) Hilbertův prostor generovaný množinou prvků {x)_1? x)_ 2, ...} (t se nyní 
předpokládá pevné). Budiž dále H\2 minimální Hilbertův prostor obsahující H1 a H2 
jakožto podprostory a budiž H Hilbertův prostor generovaný množinou {xř, t = 
= . . . , — 1, 0, 1, ...}. Označme Pí9 P2 a P po řadě projektory prostorů Hl5 H2 a H12 
v H. Budiž x e H. Položme 
Pí = PiX , qn = P2(x - pn) , Pw+i = Pi(x - q„) , w = 1, 2, ... 
Definujme 
1/jX = pi , U2„x = P„ + q„, U2ř1 + i * = Pn+1 + qn, n = 1, 2, ... 
Pak ||U„x — Px|| -> 0 pro ?t -* co. Důkaz tohoto tvrzení je obsahem věty 1.2. 
Nalezení nejlepší lineární predikce prvku x]+m(m = 0 celé) při známých x ř _ l T 
xt-i> ••• J
e ovšem ekvivalentní nalezení prvku Px. Věta 1.2 umožňuje hledat Px 
iteračně. Praktické provedení tohoto postupu v případech, kdy matice spektrálních 
hustot je racionální vzhledem k ea, je podáno ve větách 2.1, 2.2 a 2.3. Jednotlivé 
kroky se provádějí použitím Jaglomovy metody [2]. Jsou-li známy hodnoty x0, ..., xN9 
přičemž jde o predikci prvku xN+m(m = 1), a jsou-li spektrální hustoty flx(A) af22(A) 
typu (3.1), lze jednotlivé kroky iterační metody provádět Hájkovou metodou [1]. 
V práci jsou oběma metodami provedeny první kroky iteračního postupu pro 
matici spektrálních hustot 
Cx\e
a - a^2, C2e~
a\éx - a2\~
2 
C2e
a\ea - a2\~
2, C3\e
a - a3\~
2 
kde Cx > 0, C3 > 0, C2 je reálné číslo různé od nuly a čísla au a2, a3 jsou reálná 
čísla, navzájem různá a také různá od nuly, která mají absolutní hodnotu menší než 1. 
Predikce je v tomto případě prováděna o jeden krok dopředu. Pro konkrétní hodnoty 
parametrů byly některé veličiny tabelovány v tabulce 1. 
Dále článek obsahuje zobecnění iteračního postupu na rc-rozměrné stacionární 
posloupnosti, n = 2. 
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Р е з ю м е 
ИТЕРАЦИОННОЕ РЕШЕНИЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ НАИЛУЧШЕЙ 
ЛИНЕЙНОЙ ЭКСТРАПОЛЯЦИИ МНОГОМЕРНЫХ 
СТАЦИОНАРР1ЫХ СЛУЧАЙНЫХ ПОСЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬНОСТЕЙ 
ИРЖИ АНДЕЛ (Ш АN^Ё^) 
Пусть хг = (хг
1, х2) — двухмерная центрированная стационарная последова­
тельность. Пусть Нг (г = 1, 2) — пространство Гильберта, порожденное мно­
жеством элементов {х|_1? х}_2> •••} (* здесь предполагается фиксированным). 
Пусть Я 1 2 — минимальное пространство Гильберта, которое содержит Я х и Я 2 
как подпространства, и пусть Я — пространство Гильберта, порожденное мно­
жеством [х\9 х
2; (9 8 = ..., —1,0, 1,...}. Мы обозначим в этом пространстве 
через Р19Р2 и Р соответственно проекторы пространств Н19 Н2 и Я 1 2 . Пусть 
х _ Я. Если мы обозначим 
р1 = Рхх , с{п = Р2(х - р п ) , рп+1 = Рг(х - < ? „ ) , п = 1, 2 , . . . 
И ^ 1 * = - р _ , Н2п
Х = Рп + 1п> и2п+1
Х = Рп+1 + Яп, П = 1, 2, . . . , 
то ||(/их — Рх| | -> 0 для п -> оо. Доказательство этого предложения содержится 
в теореме 1.2. 
Ясно, что нахождение наилучшей линейной экстраполяции элемента х\+т 
(т ^ 0 — целое), когда известны х,_1 ? х,_ 2,..., эквивалентно разысканию эле­
мента Рх\+т. Благодаря теореме 1.2 можно искать Рх\+т методом итераций. 
В случае, когда матрица спектральных плотностей рациональна относитель­
но ехХ9 практическая конструкция итерационного метода содержится в теоремах 
2.1, 2.2 и 2.3. Шаги этого метода основаны на методе Яглома [2]. 
Если известны значения х09 х19 ...9 хм и надо экстраполировать элемент 
хм + т (
т = 1 ~ Целое) и если спектральные плотности компонент типа (3.1), то 
можно пользоваться в отдельных шагах методом Гаека [1] . 
В этой статье в качестве примера сделаны первые шаги итерационного про­
цесса методом Яглома и Гаека для матрицы спектральных плотностей 
Cx\e
a - at\-
2
9 C2e~
ix\eix - a2\ 
C2e
ix\eiX - a2\~
2
9 C3\e
ix - a3\~
2 
здесь Сх > О, С3 > О, С 2 — действительное число, С2 ф 0, а19 а29 а3 — дей­
ствительные числа, ненулевые и попарно различные, абсолютные значения ко­
торых меньше 1. Экстраполяция вычисляется на один шаг вперед. Для заданых 
значений параметров некоторые вычисленные величины помещены в таблице 1. 
В статье тоже находится обобщение итерационного процесса для п — мерных 
стационарных последовательностей. 
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